
� �nnova�on challenges can be tackled by recombining exis�ng knowledge and pa�erns
(Beverungen et al., 2018; Gassmann et al., 2020).
� The set of pa�erns should inspire firms in cra�ing a customer-centric value proposi�on.
� They present a helpful assistance in the idea�on of new ideas of innova�ve value
proposi�ons. Herefore, they should be imbedded in innova�on processes.
� �n contrast to exis�ng business model pa�erns (e.g., Weking et al., 2018) we consciously
focused on the value proposi�on only. Future research should try to inves�gate which
level of granularity makes sense in which specific situa�on of innova�on ini�a�ves.

• Manufacturing firms increasingly strive to come up with novel
value proposi�ons for their customers in an omnipresent
digi�zed industry

• The access to data of smart products can yield poten�als for
value added smart services which o�en change complete
business models (Weking et al., 2020)

• However, iden�fying a promising value proposi�on of smart
service is seen as one of the main challenges for manufacturing
companies (Klein et al., 2018; Linde et al., 2021)

• Solu�on pa�erns have evolved for systemizing innova�on
approaches, but so far non have focused the value propositon
of smart services (Remane et al., 2017; Alexander, 1977)

Which value proposi�ons can be provided through smart service
and how can they be conceptualized as pa�erns?
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For the provision data from networked objects are:
• collected,
• provided,
• processed,
• analyzed and
• interpreted
• into informa�on with added-value.
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Structure of Smart Service Business Models

Defini�on Focusing on the Value Proposi�on (What?) of Smart
Service Business Models

Predict • Failure prognosis
• Predictive maintenance
• Predictive quality

Predictions about
future events.

By evaluating historical data and comparing
it with real data, a forecast of possible
future events can be made. Recurring or
evolving machine problems which can be
attributed to data indicating for example
material fatigue or overload are foreseen
and anticipated. It allows early intervention,
which prevents failures and minimizes
consequential costs.

Personalize
• Buying
recommendations
• Behavior-
dependent insurance

Individually
adapted services

Based on recognized and monitored behavior
(e.g., previous buying procedures),
services are individualized for the customer.
In this way, offers can be adapted to the
respective customer and are tailored to the
individual's own preferences and interests.

Optimize • Asset optimization
• Route planning
• Setpoint adjustment

Optimization of
assets, processes
or procedures.

The provider of this service focusses on
the improvement of predefined values
of a machine, process or procedure.
This can be accomplished with the help
of different digital features. Usually
customer individual identification and
solution of a problem regards inefficiencies,
losses in quality or capacity utilization.

Match • Booking platform
• Two-sided platforms
• Driving service

Connection of
suppliers with
demanders of certain assets or services.

Bringing together demand and supply for
various interests like drivers and commuters,
hosts and travelers or employers and
employees. On the one hand, the provider
assumes a market position as an
intermediary and is operating a two-sided-
platform. The process of marketing and
distribution is taken over. On the other
hand, the search for a suitable solution
is simplified.

Virtualize • Remote support
• Virtual training
• Augmented Reality
Apps

Virtualization of
processes and work
steps via digital
channels.
Physical components of a service can be
virtualized and therefore be performed
remotely. Maintenance personnel can thus
provide initial assistance or machine
operators can be trained in a virtual space.
Besides, the savings potential of travel and
personnel costs, certain things can be
simulated in a safe environment to
avoid risks.

Share • Freefloating
carsharing
• Asset on demand
• Capacity sharing

Share assets among
stakeholders and
monitor usage.

In order to achieve the best possible capacity
utilization, assets can be shared among
various stakeholders. The aim is to maximize
the operating time by avoiding downtimes
through use and sharing between different
users. Customers can thus avoid expensive
capital investment for assets they
cannot use to their full capacity.

Recognize • Parts identification
• Quality control
• Security network scan
• Anomaly detection

Recognition of
patterns in existing
procedures or
process data.

Root cause analysis as well as component
and failure recognition are often complex.
By analyzing data and processes, correlations
might be determined. The detection of certain
parts or the monitoring of limit
values help the customer in decision making
or processes such as quality control.

Assist • Safety documentation
• Maintenance ticketing
• Spare part suggestion

Assistance of
customers in their
value creation.

Non-value-adding activities are taken over
or streamlined. For example, the ordering
of spare parts or the compliance with legal
requirements and obligations is supported.
Customers spend less time on secondary
processes, allowing them to focus on their
core activities.

Automize • Bots in 1st level
support
• Smart grid
• Proactive procurement

Automation
processes up to
completely
autonomous systems

Recurring tasks or complete systems are
automated. This applies for example to
the first level support which is provided
by bots, the automatic ordering of consumer
goods or autonomously operating conveyor
vehicles. No or less human intervention is
required which relieves personnel and/or
reduces the risk of error.

Analyze • Status analysis
• Efficiency reports
• Risk analysis

Analysis of data
and processes.

Data streams are continuously monitored
and analyzed.
Information about energy wastage, changing
machine conditions and capacity utilization
are used to reduce default risks and increase
productivity.

Operate • Performance
Contracting
• Power by the hour
• Output based pricing

Operation of an
asset on behalf
of the customer

The asset is operated by the provider who
is remunerated for the output. In this way,
both risks for machine failures and
production deficiency are taken over by
the supplier. No or lower CAPEX costs for
the consumer of the service as well as risk
minimization through low capital
commitment and full-service support.

Figure 1. Delphi-Study Approach (Online Surveys)
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Figure 3. 12 Pa�ern Cards of Value Proposi�ons for Smart Services

Figure 2. Dimensions and Features of
Smart Service Business Models Figure 4. Evalua�on of the Pa�erns (n=22)

Smart Services are
• digitally supported,
• data-driven,
• user and value-oriented
services.
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